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ABSTRACT 

 

The DNA sequences similarity analysis approaches have been based on the representation and 

the frequency of sequences components; however, the position inside sequence is important 

information for the sequence data. Whereas, insufficient information in sequences 

representations is important reason that causes poor similarity results. Based on three 

classifications of the DNA bases according to their chemical properties, the frequencies and 

average positions of group mutations have been grouped into two twelve-components vectors, 

the Euclidean distances among introduced vectors applied to compare the coding sequences of 

the first exon of beta globin gene of 11 species. 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 

 
DNA Sequence similarity is fundamental challenge in bioinformatics to predicting unknown 

sequences functions or effects, constructing phylogenetic tree, and identify homologous 

sequences, several of DNA sequence similarity measuring approaches have been developed, 

divided into several categories, the alignment-based, alignment-free, statistics method and others.  

 

Most methods based on the concept of the sequence alignment defined as a way of arranging the 

sequences of DNA, RNA, or proteins to identify regions of similarity that may be a consequence 

of functional, structural, or evolutionary relationships between the sequences, such as BLAST[1] 

(Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), was developed as a way to perform DNA and protein 

sequence similarity searches, is a heuristic method considered as a rapid approach for sequence 

comparison, based on the comparaison of all combinations of nucleotide or protein queries with 

nucleotide or protein databases. there are several types of BLAST, Another method call Fasta [2] 
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uses the principle of finding the similarity between the two sequences statistically. This method 

matches one sequence of DNA or protein with the other by local sequence alignment method. It 

searches for local region for similarity and not the best match between two sequences. 

 

In addition to performing alignments, is very popular due to its availability on the World Wide 

Web through a large server at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) and at 

many other sites. Has evolved to provide molecular biologists with a set of very powerful search 

tools that are freely available to run on many computer platforms.  

 

Also, they are UCLUST [3] and CD-HIT [4] and many more, Obviously it consumes time while 

running however, the similarity can be quickly computed with the alignment-based method that 

converts each piece of DNA sequence into a feature vector in a new space. To  generate feature 

vectors  some algorithms exploit probabilistic models  of which the Markov model [5-6], SVM-

based approaches [7], widely used in bioinformatics applications. 

 

Other technique used statistics method for sequence comparison, based on the joint k-tuple 

content in two sequences called K-typle Algorithm One of the very popular alignment-free 

methods [8, 9], in which DNA sequence is divided into a window of length k (word of length). 

The feature vector is generated by the calculated to the frequency value of each tuple; the 

similarity can be quickly measured by some distance metric between vectors. Such as KLD [10] 

from two given DNA sequences, was constructed two frequencies vectors of n-words over a 

sliding window, whereas was derived by a probabilistic distance between two Sequences using a 

symmetrized version of the KLD, Which directly compares two Markov models built for the two 

corresponding biological sequences. 

 

On the other hand, these methods cannot completely describe all information contained in a DNA 

sequence, since they only contains the word frequency information, therefore, many researches 

modified k-tuple are proposed to contain more information. [11] used both the overlapping 

structure of words and word frequency to improve the efficiency of sequence comparison.  [12] 

Transformed the DNA sequence into the 60-dimension distribution vectors.  

 

In order to help improve DNA sequence analysis methods ,the graphical representations of DNA 

sequences on 2D or 3D space [13-14] applied by several researches, but there are some 

disadvantage as loss of information due to crossing and overlapping of the curve representing 

DNA with itself [15-16]. To avoid this problem many new graphical representation methods 

recently [17-14] have been invented. 

 

Other works [18-19] have based on the dinucleotide analysis. To reveal the biology information 

of DNA sequences. Based on qualitative comparisons used the three classifications of the four 

DNA bases A, G, T and C, according their chemical properties. 

 

[20] Present the DNA sequence by a 12-component vector consisting of twelve frequencies of 

group mutations, and calculated the similarity between deferent vectors by the Euclidian distance. 

While [21], converted a DNA sequence into three 2-dimension cumulative ratio curves the R/Y-

ratio curve, the K/M-ratio curve and the W/S-ratio curve, the coordination of every node on these 

2-D cumulative ratio curves have clear biological implication.  
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Li and Wang [22] presented a 16-dimension binary vector based also on the group of nucleotide 

bases. These methods give encouraging results, they are focused much more on the sequence 

frequency that the position for sequences analyses, Dong and Pei [23] argued that the position 

inside sequence is important information. Therefore, unsufficient information in a feature vector 

is important reason that causes poor similarity results. 

 

In this paper, we combine the advantages of other methods with our own proposal. We presented 

each DNA sequence by three symbolic sequences according to their chemical proprieties, the 

group mutations have been grouped into two twelve-components vectors. The first represent the 

frequency and the second represent the average position, to compare the coding sequences of the 

first exon of beta globin gene of 11 different species, we applied the Euclidean distances among 

introduced vectors. 

 

2. MODELLING 
 

2.1 Data Set 
 

We have used in our experimentation DNA sequences derived  by the data Set obtained by [23] , 

the data set contain the first exon of beta globin genes of 11 different species in Table 1 

 
Table 1. The first exon of beta globin genes of 11 different species 
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2.2 Proposed Method 

 
It is difficult to obtain the information from DNA primary sequence directly; in our approach we 

based on the three classes of DNA bases, according the chemical properties, the purine group R =  

{A, G} and pyrimidine group Y = {C, T}; amino group M = {A, C} and keto group K = {G, T}; 

weak H-bond group W= {A,T} and strong H-bond group S= {C, G}. They call RY classification, 

MK classification and WS classification correspondingly. Whereas, for the primary sequence X = 

S1..S2…S3….  Sn, with length n, is presented by three different sequences according the three 

classification, RY, MK and WS by  

 

 

 
Each DNA sequence represented by the three symbolic sequences according the three formula 

above. 

 

2.2.1 Frequency Analyses 

 
In each classification we focus on group mutation information, for the three symbolic sequences 

there are twelve group mutations, R →R, R →Y, Y →R, Y →Y, M →M, M →K, K →M, K 

→K, W →W, S →W, W →S, S →S. 
 

As a first step, we calculated the frequency of each mutation information defined by the 

following formula used by [19]. 

 
 

 
 

The table 2 present the frequencies of group mutations of the first exon of β-globin gene of 

eleven species based on the three symbolic sequences of DNA. 
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Table 2. Frequencies of group mutations of 11 species 

 

 
 

2.2.2 Position analyses 
 

The position inside sequence is important information Therefore; unsufficient information in a 

feature vector is important reason that causes poor similarity results. 

 

For instance, if two sequences have the same frequency of components but have two different 

sequencing directions, if we calculate just the frequency similarity. We get them identical, but the 

position of their components is completely different, there is no biological relationship between 

them. For this reason and to improve the effectiveness of similarity study of DNA sequence, that 

considered as a main challenge in the field of bioinformatics sequences. We used the concept of 

the position of the DNA components. 

 

We based on the group mutations presented above for calculate the average position (average 

distance); we have proposed the following formula. 

 
K is the number of word UV. 

 

Wherein the position of each component is defined as the average position of the word uv divide 

by the length of the DNA sequence n. 

 

The Table 3 present the average position of group mutations for the first exon of β-globin gene of 

eleven species based on the three symbolic sequences of DNA. 
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Table 3. Average Position of group mutations of 11 species. 

 

 
 

2.2.3 Example 
 

For the Following Sequence 

 

ATGGTGCACCTGAC 

 

We get the three symbolic sequences: 

 

 
 

From the three sequences we constructed two twelve-component vectors, the first for calculate 

the frequency of group mutations and the second for their average position. 

 

 
 

2.3 Similarity and Dissimilarity 

 
In order to analysis the similarity and dissimilarity between two DNA sequences, each sequence 

represented by two twelve-component vectors as presented above , The similarities between such 

vectors calculated by the Euclidian distance between their end points for both vectors frequency 

and average position. In the next, we calculated the average distance by the following formula. 
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SP Define the similarity between two sequences related to the position of their components 

(twelve component average position vectors) 

 

SF Define the similarity between two sequences related to the frequency of their components 

(twelve component frequency vectors). 

 

More similarity between two DNA sequences defined by smaller value of Euclidian distance. 

 

The following tables present the similarity/dissimalirity matrix of frequencies and average 

position of group mutation of 11 species and average similarity between them. 

 
Table 4. Similarity/dissimilarity matrix relative to the frequency of group mutations for 11 species. 

 

 
 

Table 5. Similarity/dissimilarity matrix relative to the average position of group mutations for 11 species. 
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Table 6. Average Similarity/dissimilarity matrix between frequency and position of group mutations for the 

11 genes sequences. 

 

 
 

We have observed in (Table 6) of similarity above, that is a great similarity between the sequence 

of human with gorilla, human with Chimpanzee and chimpanzee with gorilla another similarity 

between mouse, lemur, and mouse with rat, such as mouse and rat belong to the same Muridae 

mammalian family. Also for the bovine and goat, they belong to the same Bovidae mammalian 

family. 

 

Each of opossum and Gallus are far from the rest species, because opossum is the most remote 

species from the remaining mammals and the Gallus is the only non-mammalian animal among 

all other species of the dataset. However, the rest nine species are mammals family. 

 

The obtained result it is not an accident, but shows the relationship in evolutionary sense between 

the twelve species. 

 

The relationship between the 11 species according our own DNA analysis presented in the 

following dendrogram. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The dendrogram of twelve species. 
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3. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE 
 

Similarity analysis of DNA sequences are still important subjects in bioinformatics, the similarity 

between two DNA sequences defined by the frequency and position of their components. The 

representation of a DNA sequence by three symbolic sequences helpful to define all possible 

mutations groups. We build two-dimensional vectors, the first represents the frequency of 

mutation groups and the second represents their average positions, 

 

To calculate the similarity and dissimilarity of DNA sequences, Euclidean distances are applied 

based on the frequency and position of mutation groups 

 

The evaluation results of 11 different species coincides with the evolutionary sense. The 

proposed method has a wide Range of applicability for analysis of biological sequence. 
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